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SHARKS!SHARKS!

Sharks come in all shapes and sizes. Some can be flat and wide
like hammerhead sharks, while others are long and slender
like sand sharks. They also come in different colors! Blue,
white, gray, brown and some might have spots or stripes!

HAMMERHEADHAMMERHEAD SAND SHARKSAND SHARK

One thing that sharks are
known for are their sharp
teeth , and multiple rows of
teeth! Throughout their lives
they loose and replace these
teeth, growing thousands of
them in their lifetime. 



Sharks are excellent
swimmers. Great white
sharks can swim as fast 35
miles per hour! That’s
pretty fast!

As well as being fast swimmers, sharks have amazing senses
and can smell things in the ocean water from miles away.
Sharks also  have super hearing that allows them to hear
splashing in the water. 

Just like humans, sharks eat
many different things! They
eat fish, seals, squid and
sometime even garbage. But
unlike humans, they do not
sleep the same way that we
do. They sleep by slowing
down and closing one eye at
a time!



If you are
using hot gluemake sure anadult is withyou!

Top side of clothes pin

Bottom side of clothes pin

ACTIVITY!ACTIVITY!
Now its your turn to
build your own little
sharky friend! 

Clothes pin(s) 
Construction paper (grey, white, blue but you could
use any color!)
Strong glue (such as Elmer’s)
Markers 
Googly eyes (optional)

Materials:

 Pick out a top body color and a bottom color. 
 Trace the top stencil onto your top piece of paper and the
bottom stencil on your bottom piece of paper. 
 Cut out both parts (you can also cut out extra fins).
 Draw or glue your eye and gills.
 Lay clothes pin on its side so you can see the spring. Glue
the top of the shark to the top side of the clothes pin and
the bottom of the shark to the bottom side of the clothes
(check out the picture for where to glue).
 Optional: cut out a little fishy friend to hang out with your
shark! 
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STENCILS:STENCILS:



SEND US A PICTURE OF YOURSEND US A PICTURE OF YOUR

SHARKY FRIENDS TO BESHARKY FRIENDS TO BE

FEATURED ON OUR WEBSITEFEATURED ON OUR WEBSITE

AND SOCIAL MEDIA!AND SOCIAL MEDIA!
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